**Anselm: The Existence of God** [=Author/Philosopher’s Name + Cottingham’s title]

In the first section, Anselm states … [say what he’s saying, or what you think he’s saying]

… NOTE: Every reading we’ll have does not always have sections, so you’ll sometimes need to change this to, “On the first page, X claims that …”

In the second section, Anselm claims … [say what he’s saying, or what you think he’s saying]

In the third section, Anselm claims … [say what he’s saying, or what you think he’s saying]

In the fourth section, Anselm claims … [say what he’s saying, or what you think he’s saying]

In the fifth section, Anselm claims … [say what he’s saying, or what you think he’s saying]

[NOTE: This summary ↑ needs to be at least a half of a page long …]

Question: [Insert your question here.]